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Resolution SS 2021-22 February 17, 2021 
 
Ian Baker, Co-Director of Student Life 
Isabel Edgar, Co-Director of Student Life 
Timothy Silva, Member of the Department of Student Life 
 

A RESOLUTION RECOMMENDING INCREASED STUDENT RESOURCES AND 
TRANSPARENCY FOR THE UNIVERSITY’S STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS  

 
Whereas, students in study abroad programs outside of the Notre Dame Global Gateway 

have experienced a lack of well-informed advisors and inadequate logistical preparation 
throughout their study abroad experience, but notably upon arrival. 

 
Whereas, students in every study abroad program deserve to be provided with a 

knowledgeable and helpful point of contact at the University to answer questions and provide 
guidance. 
 

Whereas, students participating in direct exchange programs should be provided 
equivalent resources as if they were in a location with a Global Gateway. 
 

Whereas, many students studying abroad need to take classes that will count for a major, 
minor, or university requirement in order to graduate on time.  
 

Whereas, students in direct exchange programs have received confusing and incomplete 
information regarding the transfer of credit and grading systems coming back to the University. 
 

Whereas, universities often change their course catalogs on a semester basis, thus 
requiring students to undergo a registration process to apply for Notre Dame credit for these 
classes. 
 

Whereas, the University, Deans, and Department Chairs have distinct guidelines for 
university requirements and major or minor requirements that are required to be met in order for 
a course to fulfill that requirement. 
 

Whereas, these requirements are nowhere explicitly stated for students to understand 
whilst registering for study abroad courses.  
 

Whereas, the students in all study abroad programs deserve to receive clear guidelines as 
to what classes taken abroad can count toward completing University academic requirements. 
 

Whereas, Notre Dame should provide students with a defined grading system for each 
study abroad or direct exchange program based on the abroad institution’s academic guidelines. 
 

Resolved, action should be taken to provide equitable resources for all non-Global 
Gateway Notre Dame study abroad programs, including but not limited to: more frequent  
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orientation sessions pre-departure to familiarize students with other participants, resources, 
transportation, and logistics; more frequent check-ins with students while abroad; and 
clarification on mental and physical health resources, academic advising, and logistical contacts 
for students in their country of residence.  
 

Further resolved, relevant parties should provide a detailed summary of academic 
guidelines for university and major requirement courses so that students abroad can better 
understand their opportunities for transfer credit before their registration process for study abroad 
courses. In addition, the University should provide more transparent and concrete guidelines for 
the transfer of grades from different grading systems at abroad institutions. 

 
 

________________________ 
Rachel Ingal 

Student Body President 


